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Hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection is common among people living with human immunodeficiency virus (PLWH).
Extrahepatic manifestations of HCV, including myocardial infarction (MI), are a topic of active research. MI is
classified into types, predominantly atheroembolic type 1 MI (T1MI) and supply-demand mismatch type 2 MI
(T2MI). We examined the association between HCV and MI among patients in the Centers for AIDS Research
(CFAR) Network of Integrated Clinical Systems, a US multicenter clinical cohort of PLWH. MIs were centrally
adjudicated and categorized by type using the Third Universal Definition of Myocardial Infarction. We estimated
the association between chronic HCV (RNA+) and time to MI while adjusting for demographic characteristics,
cardiovascular risk factors, clinical characteristics, and history of injecting drug use. Among 23,407 PLWH aged
≥18 years, there were 336 T1MIs and 330 T2MIs during a median of 4.7 years of follow-up between 1998 and
2016. HCV was associated with a 46% greater risk of T2MI (adjusted hazard ratio (aHR) = 1.46, 95% confidence
interval (CI): 1.09, 1.97) but not T1MI (aHR = 0.87, 95% CI: 0.58, 1.29). In an exploratory cause-specific analysis of
T2MI, HCV was associated with a 2-fold greater risk of T2MI attributed to sepsis (aHR = 2.01, 95% CI: 1.25, 3.24).
Extrahepatic manifestations of HCV in this high-risk population are an important area for continued research.

chronic hepatitis C infection; hepatitis C virus; HIV; HIV coinfection; myocardial infarction; people living with HIV;
type 2 myocardial infarction

Abbreviations: aHR, adjusted hazard ratio; AIDS, acquired immunodeficiency syndrome; CFAR, Centers for AIDS Research; CI,
confidence interval; CNICS, CFAR Network of Integrated Clinical Systems; HCV, hepatitis C virus; HIV, human immunodeficiency
virus; MI, myocardial infarction; PLWH, people living with HIV; T1MI, type 1 myocardial infarction; T2MI, type 2 myocardial
infarction.

Survival of people living with human immunodeficiency
virus (HIV) (PLWH) has improved dramatically in the last
20 years, owing to a decline in mortality associated with
antiretroviral therapy (1–5). During the same period, mor-
bidity and mortality from illnesses not defining acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), such as cardiovascu-
lar disease, have increased in this group (6–9). PLWH are
at higher risk of myocardial infarction (MI) than the general
population (10). Recent work has shown that among PLWH,
approximately half of incident MIs are type 2 MI (T2MI)
(11), whereas in the general population T2MI accounts for a

much smaller proportion of MIs (12–20). In contrast to clas-
sical atheroembolic type 1 MI (T1MI), T2MI results from
myocardial oxygen demand-supply mismatch, a scenario
that may result from a variety of conditions, including sepsis,
illegal stimulant- or drug-induced vasospasm, decompen-
sated heart failure, and hypotension (21) (Table 1).

A large body of literature has linked cardiovascular dis-
ease to chronic infection with hepatitis C virus (HCV), a
common viral infection affecting an estimated 10%–30% of
PLWH in the United States (22–26). Observational evidence
supports an association between HCV and clinically evi-
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Table 1. Types of Myocardial Infarction as Classified by the Third
Universal Definition of Myocardial Infarctiona

Type Description

1 Spontaneous MI related to atherosclerotic plaque
rupture resulting in coronary thromboembolism

2 MI secondary to an ischemic imbalance wherein a
condition other than coronary artery disease
contributes to the imbalance

3 Cardiac death which had symptoms and cardiac
electrophysiological alterations suggestive of MI
but which occurred before cardiac biomarker
levels could be measured or before levels could rise

4 MI related to percutaneous coronary intervention or
stent thrombosis

5 MI related to coronary artery bypass grafting

Abbreviation: MI, myocardial infarction.
a See Thygesen et al. (21).

dent cardiovascular disease, both in the general population
(27, 28) and in PLWH (29); yet general-population studies
that have focused on the role of HCV in coronary artery
disease risk have produced inconclusive results (27) and,
when restricted to MI only, have generally not supported an
association (30–33). One recent study found a higher risk of
MI among persons with HCV, but only in the subgroup with
high levels of total and low-density lipoprotein cholesterol
(34). Among PLWH, very little research has assessed the
association of HCV coinfection with MI, and to our knowl-
edge none has examined whether such an association may
differ by MI type.

Because of the higher prevalence of MI and HCV infec-
tion among PLWH, unclear associations between HCV and
MI in the general population, different patterns of MI types
among PLWH, and an increasing availability of highly effec-
tive treatments for HCV infection, it is important to establish
whether HCV increases the risk of MI for PLWH. In this
study, we sought to estimate the relative risks of incident
T1MI and T2MI among PLWH who are coinfected with
HCV as compared with those who are not.

METHODS

Data repository and study population

The Centers for AIDS Research (CFAR) Network of
Integrated Clinical Systems (CNICS) cohort is a population
of more than 32,000 PLWH who have received HIV care at
one of 8 sites in the United States from 1995 to the present
and have consented to participation in CNICS research
activities (35). Investigators at each CNICS study site
capture demographic, clinical, medication, and laboratory
data from all outpatient and inpatient encounters, including
data on cardiac biomarkers, medications, and diagnoses and
historical clinical information. Included in this study were
all participants aged ≥18 years from 6 CNICS sites with
comprehensive access to inpatient and outpatient electronic

medical records: Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore,
Maryland); the University of Alabama at Birmingham
(Birmingham, Alabama); the University of California, San
Diego (La Jolla, California); the University of California,
San Francisco (San Francisco, California); the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill (Chapel Hill, North Carolina);
and the University of Washington, Seattle (Seattle, Wash-
ington). This analysis includes participants who contributed
person-time during the years 1998–2016; the majority of
follow-up occurred from 2010 to 2016. Time of entry into
the study cohort was defined as 6 months after entry into the
CNICS cohort or the first date of surveillance for MI events
at the study site—whichever was later. Participants were
followed until 9 months after the date of the last clinic visit or
laboratory result (36), death, or administrative censoring for
the study site. Institutional review boards at each institution
have approved CNICS research activities.

Variables of interest

Ascertainment and adjudication of MI events in this
cohort have been described in detail elsewhere (37). Briefly,
identification of potential events was done centrally using
multiple criteria, including MI-associated diagnostic codes
(International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision,
codes 410.00, 410.01, and 410.10), a record of undergoing
an invasive cardiac procedure (percutaneous coronary inter-
vention or bypass grafting), and elevated levels of cardiac
biomarkers. Researchers at the study sites then generated
clinical data packets including primary data for all potential
MI events. The packets contained chart notes, electrocar-
diograms, imaging and procedure reports, and laboratory
values, but data on use of antiretroviral medication were
redacted. Packets were reviewed centrally by 2 physician
experts to adjudicate MIs as definite or probable and to clas-
sify them as T1MI or T2MI, based on the Third Universal
Definition of Myocardial Infarction (11, 21, 37). While the
Third Universal Definition includes other types of MI (e.g.,
cardiac procedure-related type 4 MI), these were uncommon
(<10 cases) and so are not further discussed here. In cases
of discrepant findings, the assessment of a third reviewer
was used to break ties (37). For events adjudicated as T2MI,
a probable cause to which the event could be attributed
was determined on the basis of information available in
the clinical data packet. “Stimulant-induced vasospasm”
refers to coronary arterial spasm secondary to use of illegal
stimulant drugs, such as cocaine or methamphetamine.

Laboratory test results obtained in the course of routine
care were used to determine HCV status. Chronic HCV
infection was defined as a detectable result (i.e., above the
lower limit of detection) for the most recent HCV RNA test
before entry into the study cohort, and all remaining partic-
ipants in the study cohort were classified as not chronically
infected with HCV.

Covariates

Covariate data were taken from measurements available
at study entry, except for height used to calculate body mass
index, which could have been measured at any time. Dia-
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Table 2. Baseline Clinical and Demographic Characteristics of Adults Living With HIV Who Were in Clinical Care at 6 CNICS Sites, by Chronic
Hepatitis C Virus Infection Status, United States, 1998–2016

Characteristic

Chronic HCV Infection Status

Chronic HCV Infection
(n = 2,280)

No Chronic HCV Infection
(n = 21,127)

Total
(n = 23,407)

No. of
Persons

%
Mean
(SD)

No. of
Persons

%
Mean
(SD)

No. of
Persons

%
Mean
(SD)

Demographic factors

Male sex 1,779 78.0 17,117 81.0 18,896 80.7

Age, years

<30 108 4.7 3,666 17.4 3,774 16.1

30–39 511 22.4 6,626 31.4 7,137 30.5

40–49 931 40.8 7,072 33.5 8,003 34.2

50–59 619 27.1 3,062 14.5 3,681 15.7

≥60 111 4.9 701 3.3 812 3.5

Race/ethnicity

Non-Hispanic white 981 43.0 9,096 43.1 10,077 43.1

Non-Hispanic black 984 43.2 8,390 39.7 9,374 40.0

Non-Hispanic other race 119 5.2 1,036 4.9 1,155 4.9

Hispanic (all races) 196 8.6 2,605 12.3 2,801 12.0

Man who had sex with men 877 39.0 12,897 62.2 13,774 59.9

Ever smoking 873 38.3 5,160 24.4 6,033 25.8

History of injecting drug use 1,384 61.5 3,103 15.0 4,487 19.5

Clinical characteristics

Hepatitis B virus infection 101 4.4 1,030 4.9 1,131 4.8

Diabetes mellitus 163 7.1 1,030 4.9 1,193 5.1

Hypertensiona 370 24.2 3,450 23.2 3,820 23.3

Statin use 97 4.3 1,422 6.7 1,519 6.5

Body mass indexa,b 25.6 (5) 25.9 (6) 25.9 (5)

Total cholesterol levela 159.5 (41) 174.9 (46) 173.4 (45)

HDL cholesterol level 43.5 (17) 42.1 (15) 42.2 (15)

Triglyceride levela 157.2 (124) 170.2 (154) 168.9 (151)

Fibrosis-4 index

<1.45 1,113 49.5 16,420 80.5 17,533 77.5

1.45–3.25 765 34.0 3,314 16.3 4,079 18.0

>3.25 370 16.5 654 3.2 1,024 4.5

HIV-related factors

CD4+ cell count nadir,
cells/μL

<100 556 24.4 5,330 25.2 5,886 25.1

100–199 421 18.5 2,972 14.1 3,393 14.5

200–349 559 24.5 4,956 23.5 5,515 23.6

350–499 389 17.1 3,732 17.7 4,121 17.6

≥500 355 15.6 4,137 19.6 4,492 19.2

CD4+ cell count, cells/μL 416.2 (274) 439.1 (285) 436.8 (284)

Table continues
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Table 2. Continued

Characteristic

Chronic HCV Infection Status

Chronic HCV Infection
(n = 2,280)

No Chronic HCV Infection
(n = 21,127)

Total
(n = 23,407)

No. of
Persons

%
Mean
(SD)

No. of
Persons

%
Mean
(SD)

No. of
Persons

%
Mean
(SD)

CD8+ cell count, cells/μLa 907.8 (504) 925.5 (509) 923.8 (508)

CD4+:CD8+ cell count
ratioa

<0.4 716 44.5 6,396 41.7 7,112 42.0

0.4–1.0 699 43.4 6,914 45.1 7,613 44.9

>1.0 194 12.1 2,031 13.2 2,225 13.1

HIV viral load ≤400
copies/mLc

1,321 58.1 12,607 60.4 13,928 60.2

Receiving ARTd 1,911 83.8 17,954 85.0 19,865 84.9

Abbreviations: AIDS, acquired immunodeficiency syndrome; ART, antiretroviral therapy; CD4+, CD4-positive; CD8+, CD8-positive; CFAR,
Centers for AIDS Research; CNICS, CFAR Network of Integrated Clinical Systems; HCV, hepatitis C virus; HDL, high-density lipoprotein; HIV,
human immunodeficiency virus; SD, standard deviation.

a Using information from the 6 months before initiation of study follow-up for myocardial infarction, values for this variable were unknown for
more than 5% of participants. Percentages shown are percentages of nonmissing values.

b Weight (kg)/height (m)2.
c Number of copies of HIV RNA per mL.
d Refers to ART at initiation of study follow-up for myocardial infarction.

betes was defined as any one of the following: hemoglobin
A1c concentration greater than or equal to 6.5%, a clinical
diagnosis of diabetes mellitus type 1 or type 2 and pre-
scription of diabetes-related medication, or prescription of
a diabetes-specific medication. Hypertension was defined
as systolic blood pressure greater than or equal to 140 mm
Hg or diastolic blood pressure greater than or equal to 90
mm Hg. Documentation of antihypertensive medication use
was also included as a separate covariate. Hepatitis B virus
infection was defined on the basis of a positive result for
hepatitis B e-antigen or surface antigen or DNA. Fibrosis-
4 index, a noninvasive measure of predicted liver fibro-
sis, was calculated as [age (years) × aspartate aminotrans-
ferase (AST)]/[platelet count × alanine aminotransferase
(ALT)1/2] (38) and categorized as >3.25 (severe fibrosis),
1.45–3.25 (indeterminate), or <1.45 (no severe fibrosis).

History of injecting drug use was derived from the HIV
transmission risk factor reported at CNICS cohort entry and
was coded as 1 if the participant reported membership in
a transmission risk group that included injecting drug use.
Ever smoking was defined as the presence of a physician’s
diagnosis of tobacco use or self-reported tobacco use.

Statistical analysis

Missing values for all analytical variables were multi-
ply imputed using chained equations with fully conditional
specification in the R package “mice” (39) (R Foundation
for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) on the basis

of all other covariates, yielding 100 complete data sets.
At the beginning of follow-up, demographic and clinical
covariates were missing for 1%–33% of participants (see
Web Table 1, available at https://academic.oup.com/aje). For
each complete data set, the association between chronic
HCV infection and time to the patient’s first MI event
was estimated using Cox proportional hazards regression
models. Resulting inferences were pooled using Rubin’s
rules (40). In separate models, we examined T1MI, T2MI,
cause-specific T2MI outcomes, and a composite outcome of
all MIs. The models adjusted for potentially confounding
factors. Minimally adjusted models considered only age
and sex, while fully adjusted models included study site,
demographic characteristics (age, sex, race/ethnicity, men
who have sex with men), clinical characteristics (diabetes,
hypertension, antihypertensive medication use, statin use,
body mass index, lipid profile, lowest CD4-positive cell
count, hepatitis B virus infection, HIV viral load, antiretrovi-
ral therapy), ever smoking, and history of injecting drug use.
Proportionality of hazards was assessed using Schoenfeld
residuals for a random subset of imputations; no consistent
deviations were discovered.

Because liver fibrosis was considered a potential mediator
of the relationship between HCV and MI, it was not included
in the regression models for the main analyses. We con-
ducted post hoc assessment of potential mediation by liver
fibrosis using the potential outcomes approach implemented
with natural effect models (41) and adapted to the Cox pro-
portional hazards regression setting as described by Lange
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Table 3. Numbers of Type 2 Myocardial Infarctions Attributed to
Various Causes Among Adults Living With HIV Who Were in Clinical
Care at 6 CNICS Sites, United States, 1998–2016

Attributed Cause
of T2MI

No. of T2MI
Events

(n = 330)
%

Sepsis/bacteremia 118 35.8

Stimulant-induced
vasospasma

37 11.2

Hypertensive urgency/
emergency

35 10.6

Hypoxia or respiratory
failure

26 7.8

Hypotensionb 20 6.1

Arrhythmia 17 5.2

Procedure-relatedc 14 4.2

Gastrointestinal
bleeding

11 3.3

Seizure 6 1.8

Anemia 5 1.5

Malignancy/chemotherapy 5 1.5

Pneumonia 5 1.5

Heart failure 4 1.2

Rhabdomyolysis 4 1.2

Other rare causesd 23 7.0

Abbreviations: AIDS, acquired immunodeficiency syndrome;
CFAR, Centers for AIDS Research; CNICS, CFAR Network of Inte-
grated Clinical Systems; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; T2MI,
type 2 myocardial infarction.

a Coronary arterial spasm secondary to the use of an illegal
stimulant.

b Hypotension not attributed to sepsis, gastrointestinal bleeding,
drug overdose, or other listed causes.

c Events occurring in the setting of noncardiac procedures.
d Causes to which 3 or fewer events were attributed, includ-

ing overdose, pulmonary embolism, intracranial hemorrhage, pul-
monary edema, anaphylaxis, disseminated intravascular coagula-
tion, pericarditis, and diabetic ketoacidosis.

et al. (42). Analysis was conducted on the multiply imputed
data sets described above. Standard errors for model param-
eters were computed using 1,000 bootstrapped samples of
each imputed data set (43). Inferences were then pooled
across imputations as described above. The mediator vari-
able was fibrosis-4 index, handled as a continuous variable.

Statistical analyses were conducted in R, version 3.4.3.

Sensitivity analysis

We repeated the analyses to estimate the risks of MI out-
comes associated with prior HCV infection in the absence of
chronic infection at the time follow-up began. The exposed
group for that analysis was persons with a positive finding on

Table 4. Analysis of Mediation by Liver Fibrosisa of the Asso-
ciation Between Chronic Hepatitis C Virus Infection and Type 2
Myocardial Infarction Among Adults Living With HIV, United States,
1998–2016b

Association
Characteristic

aHRc 95% CI

Type of association

Natural indirect 1.03 0.93, 1.18

Natural direct 1.40 1.32, 1.69

Total 1.44 1.23, 1.74

% mediatedd 10.3 −16.7, 37.4

Abbreviations: aHR, adjusted hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval;
HIV, human immunodeficiency virus.

a The fibrosis-4 index (38) was used to determine liver fibrosis.
b Hazard ratios were estimated with a natural effects model (41)

and adapted to the Cox proportional hazards regression setting as
described by Lange et al. (42), considering fibrosis-4 index (as a
continuous variable) a mediator. Multiple imputation was used, and
parameters were pooled using Rubin’s rules (40).

c Adjusted hazard ratio for incident type 2 myocardial infarction
among persons with chronic hepatitis C virus infection compared
with those without evidence of chronic hepatitis C virus infection.
Fully adjusted models took into account age, sex at birth, race/
ethnicity, study site, men who had sex with men, ever smoking,
history of injecting drug use, diabetes, statin use, hypertension, anti-
hypertensive medication use, hepatitis B virus infection, antiretroviral
therapy, CD4-positive cell count nadir, body mass index, total choles-
terol level, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol level, and triglyceride
level.

d Percentage of the association mediated by liver fibrosis.

the most recent HCV antibody test coupled with a negative
finding for the most recent RNA test prior to baseline. The
association between history of injecting drug use and time to
a T2MI event was assessed using Cox proportional hazards
regression, adjusting for age, sex, and race/ethnicity in the
multiple imputation setting as described above.

RESULTS

Among 23,407 PLWH, we observed 336 T1MIs and 330
T2MIs (666 MIs in total) during a median of 4.7 years of
follow-up. In all, 2,280 participants (9.7%) had evidence
of chronic HCV infection at the beginning of MI follow-
up. The median age of participants was 40 years, 81%
were male, and approximately half were nonwhite (Table 2).
Compared with participants without chronic HCV infection,
those with HCV tended to be older and were less likely to
report being men who had sex with men. Unsurprisingly, a
much larger proportion (61.5% vs. 15.0%) had a history of
injecting drug use (Table 2). The crude incidence rate for all
MI events was 5.0 per 1,000 person-years (95% confidence
interval (CI): 4.7, 5.2); the rate was 4.6 per 1,000 person-
years (95% CI: 4.4, 4.9) among participants without chronic
HCV and 8.2 per 1,000 person-years (95% CI: 7.1, 9.4)
among those with chronic HCV. T2MI events were attributed

Am J Epidemiol. 2020;189(6):554–563
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Figure 1. Hazard ratios (HRs) for the association between chronic hepatitis C virus infection and myocardial infarction (MI) outcomes among
adults living with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) at 6 sites in the CFAR Network of Integrated Clinical Systems, United States, 1998–
2016. Fully adjusted models took into account age, sex at birth, race/ethnicity, study site, men who had sex with men, ever smoking, history of
injecting drug use, diabetes status, statin use, hypertension, antihypertensive medication use, hepatitis B virus infection, antiretroviral therapy,
CD4-positive cell count nadir, HIV viral load, body mass index, total cholesterol level, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol level, and triglyceride
level. Bars, 95% confidence intervals (CIs). AIDS, acquired immunodeficiency syndrome; CFAR, Centers for AIDS Research.

to a variety of causes (Table 3), with sepsis/bacteremia and
stimulant-induced vasospasm being the most common.

Using a composite MI outcome, chronic HCV infection
was not associated with MI after adjustment for demo-
graphic characteristics, traditional cardiovascular disease
risk factors, clinical characteristics, and history of injecting
drug use (adjusted hazard ratio (aHR) = 1.20, 95% CI:
0.95, 1.51) (Figure 1). When considering each type of MI
separately, chronic HCV infection was associated with a
46% higher risk of T2MI (aHR = 1.46, 95% CI: 1.09, 1.97)
after adjustment for potential confounders, but HCV was not
associated with T1MI (aHR = 0.87, 95% CI: 0.58, 1.29).
In exploratory analyses examining adjudicated causes of
T2MI, HCV was found to be associated with an approx-
imately 2-fold greater risk of T2MI attributed to sepsis
(aHR = 2.01, 95% CI: 1.25, 3.24) but was not associated
with T2MI attributed to use of a stimulant (aHR = 1.03, 95%
CI: 0.43, 2.45) or other causes (aHR = 1.26, 95% CI: 0.82,
1.94) after covariate adjustment (Figure 1). Because there
were few T2MI events attributed to use of a stimulant, we

assessed the stability of the model for this outcome by fitting
a model that adjusted for age, sex, and history of injecting
drug use; that model produced relatively consistent results
(Web Table 2). The evidence did not support mediation of
the HCV-T2MI association by liver fibrosis (assessed using
the fibrosis-4 index) (Table 4).

In a sensitivity analysis, we found that there was no
association between prior HCV infection without chronic
HCV infection (antibody-positive, RNA-negative) and any
MI outcome (Web Figure 1). We also found that history
of injecting drug use was associated with an increased risk
of T2MI after adjustment for age, sex, and race/ethnicity
(aHR = 1.92, 95% CI: 1.53, 2.40).

DISCUSSION

In this cohort of PLWH selected from 6 CNICS sites
across the United States, we found that HCV/HIV-coinfected
persons experienced a greater risk of T2MI. On the basis
of post hoc exploratory analysis, this finding appeared to

Am J Epidemiol. 2020;189(6):554–563
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be driven principally by sepsis-associated MI events. In
contrast, there was no significant increase in the risk of
having T1MI among coinfected persons.

In general, it is our findings with respect to T1MI that
are likely to be most comparable to those of prior studies of
this question, which have not found an association between
chronic HCV infection and MI in the general population
(30–33). Results of 2 prior studies carried out among
PLWH were inconclusive. Bedimo et al. (44) reported a
25% higher risk of acute MI in US veterans coinfected
with HCV and HIV than in those infected with HIV alone,
but the association was not statistically significant, while
investigators in the Data Collection on Adverse Events
of Anti-HIV Drugs (D:A:D) Study found no association
between HCV seropositivity and MI (45). Although both of
these studies ascertained composite MIs without reference
to type, both defined MIs using administrative diagnosis
codes. The proportion of MIs detected in prior studies that
were T1MI versus T2MI is not known; however, the ability
of administrative codes to detect T2MI seems generally poor
(46). Therefore, prior evidence appears to concur with our
finding that chronic HCV is not associated with classical,
atheroembolic T1MI.

We observed a greater risk of T2MI associated with HCV
and, more specifically, an approximately 2-fold greater
risk of T2MI due to sepsis in persons coinfected with
HCV and HIV than in those infected with HIV alone. This
may be related to consequences of HCV infection, such
as chronic inflammation, or to differences in sepsis risk
factors between HCV-infected and -uninfected participants.
While our results suggest a higher risk of T2MI attributed to
sepsis in persons with evidence of chronic HCV infection,
we did not detect a similar relationship when considering
prior HCV infection without evidence of viremia. This lends
credence to the hypothesis that ongoing chronic infection or
associated biological factors (in addition to risk behaviors
associated with HCV exposure) may play a role in the risk
of T2MI resulting from sepsis or of sepsis, itself. A large
US study of hemodialysis patients which found that the risk
of bacteremia was greater in persons with HCV infection
provides support for HCV as a risk factor for sepsis (47);
and a landmark study, the Risk Evaluation of Viral Load
Elevation and Associated Liver Disease/Cancer in HCV
(REVEAL-HCV) Study, found that HCV seropositivity
was associated with a 50% higher risk of mortality due to
circulatory diseases (48).

We did not find statistical support for mediation of the
relationship between chronic HCV and T2MI by predicted
severe liver fibrosis, suggesting that the impact of HCV
on liver fibrosis plays, at most, a small role in the HCV-
T2MI relationship observed here. We note, however, that
patients with predicted severe fibrosis were uncommon in
this cohort, and there were few MI events in that subgroup. In
addition to overall replication of our findings, an ideal future
study in this area would more comprehensively investigate
the role of liver fibrosis in the relationship between HCV
and cardiovascular disease outcomes, particularly in persons
with advanced fibrosis. Bacterial infections and sepsis are
known complications and major sources of morbidity for
patients with cirrhosis (49).

Strengths of this study include adjudicated ascertainment
of MI events, including typing, and extensive follow-up of
participants, providing a wide range of information about
potential confounders. HCV infection status in most prior
studies of HCV and MI was defined on the basis of either
seropositivity for anti-HCV antibodies or administrative
diagnosis codes for HCV (30–33, 44, 45). These measures
are likely to be less specific for chronic HCV infection than
ascertainment based on an RNA test, as we performed here.
One study of the general population in an Arkansas medical
system found that participants with detectable HCV RNA
had a greater incidence of coronary heart disease than those
who tested positive for antibodies against HCV but did
not have detectable HCV RNA (50). In combination with
the findings presented here, this supports the use of HCV
RNA testing to identify chronic HCV infection, something
that should be highly feasible with the increasing uptake of
nucleic acid–based tests for HCV in clinical practice (51).

We were unable to determine whether the observed rela-
tionship represents an association between HCV and sepsis
incidence or rather an association between HCV and T2MI
incidence in the setting of sepsis. This is an important area
for future work. Because adjudication of causes of T2MI
events must necessarily rely on expert judgment, some mea-
surement error may have occurred when categorizing these
complex medical events. Our study was also underpowered
for assessment of causes of T2MI. We used HCV RNA
testing performed in the course of routine clinical care, and
therefore we potentially missed some cases of chronic HCV
in persons who did not undergo RNA testing in that setting.
Finally, because any study seeking to characterize the effects
of HCV infection must be observational, the possibility of
unmeasured and residual confounding cannot be completely
excluded. In particular, we note that although information
on history of injecting drug use was available for nearly all
participants in this analysis, we did not have information
on injecting drug use during follow-up. History of injecting
drug use was associated with an increased risk of T2MI,
highlighting the possibility that differences in substance use
between participants with and without chronic HCV could
explain some or all of the observed HCV-T2MI relationship.
In addition, socioeconomic status and associated factors
are important potential confounders that are not currently
captured for participants in this cohort. Despite this, a rich
database of clinical and patient-reported information, com-
bined with analytical techniques accommodating missing-
ness in covariates, enabled us to adjust for many important
potential confounders.

In this large and diverse multicenter cohort of PLWH
in the United States, we found that chronic HCV infec-
tion at the beginning of follow-up was not associated with
incident classical atheroembolic MI (T1MI) but was asso-
ciated with supply-demand mismatch MI (T2MI). These
findings demonstrate the importance of examining MIs by
type among PLWH and support increasing calls for broad-
scale efforts to better understand the biological underpin-
nings of T2MI and ultimately identify effective manage-
ment approaches (52). HCV care has been transformed
by the recent development of safer, more effective direct-
acting antiviral agents for HCV treatment (53); however,
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these agents are not yet uniformly available for all chroni-
cally infected patients (54). It is therefore important for the
research community to establish the health risks associated
with chronic HCV infection so that medical-care providers
and payers can accurately weigh the costs and benefits of
early treatment. Further research is needed to replicate these
findings, elucidate biological mechanisms, and determine
whether risk of sepsis and/or T2MI might be an important
consideration for HCV treatment decisions in this high-
burden population.
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